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Abstract

Analyzing data with the intent of inducing
classificationrules typically proceedsfrom a
setof trainingdatain which classificationsare
known. In the event classifications are
unknown, algorithms exist for performing
unsupervisedlearning to determineconcept
classesinherentin the data. In this paper,we
describe experiments applying multiple
learning strategiesfor classifying unlabeled
data. Specifically,threeunsupervisedlearning
algorithms were applied to a large set of
public healthdatain orderto determinelikely
concept classesfor the data based on the
inherentfeaturesin the data. After inducing
the conceptclasses,the data were processed
by a decision tree algorithm in order to
determinemore efficient classification rules
under the assumption that the concepts
induced during unsupervisedlearning were
correct.
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1. Introduction

The machine learning literature describes
severalapproachesfor classifying numerical

data. For example,decision trees (such as
those generatedby Quinlan’s ID3 and C4
algorithms) select attributes as internal test
nodesof a treeto determinetheclassto which
a datapoint belongs,givenat theleavesof the
tree (Quinlan, 1986). Nearest neighbor
algorithmsstoretrainingexamplespairedwith
a classification(Aha et al., 1991). When a
newpoint is presented,thestoredpoint that is
closest in some sense (such as Euclidean
distanceor Hammingdistance)is selectedand
the correspondingclassificationreported.

At times, labels providing classification
informationarenot availablewith the training
set. In theseinstances,unsupervisedlearning
approachesmaybeemployedto detectclusters
of thedata. Theseclusterscanthenbeusedto
developan initial set of classificationlabels
(albeit non-symbolic)for the data.

In this paper, we will describe applying
multiple learning strategiesto a large set of
psychiatricdata(EatonandRitter,1988;Eaton
et al., 1989). Specifically, we will compare
three clustering algorithms and discuss the
resultsof processingresultantclusterswith a
decisiontreealgorithmto providean efficient
classificationstrategy. The psychiatricdata,
provided by the Johns Hopkins School of
Public Health, consists of over 7,000 data



points describing patients with respect to
clinical depressionor anxiety. Eachdatapoint
has58 fields indicating,for example,whether
a patient has various fears, feelings of
worthlessness,thoughtsof suicide,etc. Our
experimentsused20 binaryattributesfrom the
58 provided. According to the School of
Public Health,these20 attributescharacterize
depression where the others provide
demographic information and characterize
anxiety. Note thatnoneof the data,asof yet,
havebeenclassified(i.e., labelsarenot known
a priori), thus motivating the analysis of
unsupervisedlearningtechniques.

The three clustering algorithms examined
include a non-hierarchical approach, a
hierarchical approach (thus resulting in a
decisiontree), and a connectionistapproach.
The nonhierarchicalapproachis basedon a
variation of MacQueen’s k-means method
(MacQueen,1967). The standardk-means
methodassumesk clustersandfits the datain
the clusterswith the nearestcentroids. The
variationof this methodusedpermitsk to vary
so thatanestimateof thenumberof classesin
the datamay be determined.

The second cluster analysis approach is
hierarchical. Hierarchical approacheseither
divide dataor combinedatain a treestructure.
Divisive approachesbegin with one large
clusterand divide into smallerclustersbased
on the attributes. Agglomerativeapproaches
beginwith oneclusterfor eachtrainingsample
andcombineclustersbasedon similarity. The
approachused in this part of the study is a
divisive approachcalled association analysis.
This approachselectsan attribute to divide
clustersby computinga matrix of chi-square
coefficientsfor eachattributeandselectingthe
coefficient with the maximum sum of chi-
squarevalues(Everitt, 1974).

Finally, RumelhartandZipser(1986)describe
a connectionistapproachto clustering using

competitivelearning. The approachproceeds
underthe assumptionthat dominantattributes
will generallydeterminetheclassification,and
the network reinforces detection of the
dominantattributesby strengtheningweights
associated with their corresponding input
nodes. The output layer then applies a
winner-take-all competition strategy to
determinethe cluster to which a data point
belongs.

Since the experimentaldata used was not
providedwith classificationlabels,the second
phase of the study consists of generating
decision trees based on the classifications
derived from the clustering techniques.
Quinlan’s C4 algorithm is applied to the
resultsof all threeclusteringtechniques,and
the resultingtreescomparedto rules that can
be derived from the clustering algorithms
themselves.

2. Inducing Concept Classes Using
Unsupervised Learning

Therearemanywaysto characterizemachine
learning algorithms. One approachis based
upon whether or not an external ‘‘teacher’’
exists. The two resulting types of learning
algorithms are referred to as supervised
learningandunsupervised learning. Typically,
supervisedlearningproceedswhenthe results
of some action are analyzedby a critic in
comparisonwith known or expectedresults.
Discrepanciesbetweenthe two are used to
determine ways to modify internal
representationsof the data so as to improve
performance.

Unsupervisedlearning,on theotherhand,does
not havethe advantageof an externalteacher
to determine ‘‘appropriate’’ behavior or
‘‘correct’’ classifications. Rather, data are
examinedand organizedin sucha way as to
identify internal consistency. The class of
cluster analysis algorithms generally fall



within the set of unsupervised learning
algorithms. In the following sections,we will
describethe detailsof the threeunsupervised
learningalgorithmsusedin this study.

2.1 Clustering by k-means

The first techniquefor clustering fits within
theclassof non-hierarchicaltechniques.Non-
hierarchicalclusteringbeginsby selectingan
initial set of clustersand alters the partitions
so as to improve somemetric. For example,
nearest centroid methodsattemptto develop
partitions such that classificationis madeby
comparing a point to the centroids of the
clusters. The class correspondingto the
nearestcentroid is the one identified for that
datapoint.

Oneof the mostcommonapproachesto non-
hierarchicalclusteringis MacQueen’sk-means
algorithm (MacQueen,1967). The k-means
algorithm attempts to determine the k best
clusters for a set of data such that
classificationis made by finding the cluster
with the nearestEuclideandistance. Recall
thattheEuclideandistancebetweentwo points
is computedasfollows:

wherex1i is the ith attributeof point p1 and
x2i is the ith attributeof point p2. Sinceall of
the attributes in the data set are binary,
distance reducesto the square root of the
Hammingdistance.

The basic k-meansalgorithm consistsof the
following steps:

1. Selectthe first k datapoints as initial
clusters with one member in each
cluster.

2. Assigntheremainingm − k datapoints
to theclusterwith thenearestcentroid.

3. After assigningeachpoint, recompute
the corresponding centroid of the
clusterwith the new point.

4. After all of the datapoints havebeen
assigned,use the k clusters as seed
points and passthrough the data one
moretime for a final classification.

Variationsof this algorithmexist in which the
clustersconvergeto improvedclusters. These
variants require several passesthrough the
data,but the law of diminishing returnsmay
be experiencedfairly early in the process.

Unfortunately,for our purposes,the basic k-
meansalgorithmhasamoreseriousdrawback.
This algorithmassumesthenumberof clusters
is known and force fits all of the data into
exactlyk clusters. For this reason,MacQueen
also proposeda variant in which the number
of clustersis not known. This algorithmis the
oneselectedfor this studyandis composedof
the following steps:

1. Selectvaluesfor an initial k and two
additional parameters,C (coarsening)
andR (refining).

2. As in the basic k-means algorithm,
select the first k data points as the
initial clusters.

3. Computeall of the pairwisedistances
betweeneachof the clustercentroids.
If the smallestdistanceis lessthanC,
then merge the two corresponding
cl usters and recompute the
corresponding centroid. Continue
merginguntil no othermergesoccur.

4. Assigntheremainingm − k datapoints
one at a time to the cluster with the
nearestcentroid. If the distanceto the
nearestcentroidis greaterthanR, then
considerthe point a new cluster and
goto step3.



5. After all of the datapoints havebeen
assigned,use the cluster centroidsas
seedpoints and passthroughthe data
one last time assigningthe points to
the clusterswith the nearestcentroids.

This algorithm can also follow convergent
approaches,and as before, it hasbeenfound
that diminishing returns exhibit themselves
early in the process.

2.2 An associative clustering algorithm

For the second clustering technique, a
hierarchicalapproachwasused. Hierarchical
clusteringproducesa decisiontree by which
datapoints can be classifiedaccordingto the
determinedclusters. In general,hierarchical
clusteringis either divisive or agglomerative.
Agglomerativeapproachesproceedwith each
data point treated as individual clusters.
Clusters are then combined to form higher
level clusters. This processcontinuesuntil a
group of high level clusters (or a single
cluster) is identified. Divisive approaches
begin with a single cluster and divide the
cluster into sub-clusters. This process
continuesrecursively until baseclustersare
determined.

In addition, hierarchical approachescan be
classified as monothetic or polythetic.
Monothetic techniques attempt to cluster
accordingto singleattributeswherepolythetic
techniquesclusteraccordingthe valuesof all
of the attributes.

The techniqueusedin this part of the studyis
a monothetic, divisive cluster analysis
algorithmcalledassociation analysis (Everitt,
1974). Associationanalysisdivides clusters
by selectingthe single attributethat provides
the ‘‘best’’ split. The conceptof a bestsplit
has been defined in several ways. For
example,decision tree algorithms frequently
employconceptsfrom Shannon’sinformation

theory to selectthe attributethat providesthe
most information independentof the actual
valuesof the attributes(Shannon,1948).

Association analysis selects attributes that
maximize the chi-squarecoefficients of the
data. Recall that chi-squaredis computedas
follows:

where s2 is that samplevariance,σ2 is the
populationvariance,andn is the samplesize.

For associationanalysis,we assumeall of the
attributesarebinary. The computationof the
chi-square coefficients on binary data is
similar to thestandardequation.Let attribij be
the jth attribute of the ith data point and
attribik be the kth attribute of the ith data
point. Then

Then the chi-squarecoefficients are simply
computedas



and the attribute is selected such

that is maximized.

2.3 Clustering by competitive learning

For the final clustering technique, a
connectionist algorithm was selected. In
particular, the competitive learning neural
network describedby Rumelhartand Zipser
(1986)was implemented. (Note that variants
on this network are describedby von der
Malsburg(1973)andGrossberg(1987)) The
idea behind competitive learning is that the
networkdevelopsa setof ‘‘feature detectors.’’
When data containing a learnedfeature are
submittedto the network, then the activity of
thenetworkidentifieswhich featureis present.
To identify features,nodeswithin thenetwork
‘‘compete’’ amongthemselvesto respondto
the stimuluspattern. The nodethat wins the
competitionhasthe featureassociatedwith it.
Consequently,whenthatnodebecomesactive,
the featurehasbeenidentified.

In order to train a competitive learning
network,theweightmatrix is constructedwith
m rowsandn columns,wherem = thenumber
of output nodesand n = the numberof input
nodes. The weight matrix is initialized with
the following:

whereno is the numberof nodesat the input
layer and δ is a small random number
generatedfor eachweight.

The network is trainedby processinga setof
training data. Then, for eachoutput nodein
the network, and for each training case, a
‘‘winning’’ nodeis determined. This winner

is usedto determinewhich node’sweightsare
to be updated. The winner is determinedas
follows:

where wji is the value in the weight matrix
correspondingto row j andcolumn i, Ii is the
activationvalue of input node i, and j ranges
over the numberof outputs.

The competitivelearningrule is then applied
to the winner for the given training instance.
In other words, the weights in the weight
matrix are only modified for the connections
between the input nodes and the winning
output node. The updaterule for modifying
the weightsin the network is asfollows:

where∆wji is the changein the weight matrix
andη is a learningfactor.

The clustersare identified by winning nodes
whena datapoint is presentedto thenetwork.
A further analysisof the networkcanhelp to
identify theattributesthataremostsignificant
in clusteringthe data. In particular,sincethe
update rule ‘‘strengthens’’ the connections
betweenwinning nodes and the significant
inputs(i.e.,attributes),thestrongattributesfor
a given classwill have weights greaterthan
1/no.

3. Inducing Decision Trees

The three clustering algorithmsdescribedin
the previous sectionsprovide approachesto
labeling data not previously labeled for



classification. Once labels have been
assigned,thenextstepis to determineefficient
and effective means for classifying data
accordingto theconceptslearnedthathavenot
previously beenencountered. One approach
for suchconceptlearning is the induction of
decision trees. Perhapsthe most famous
decision tree algorithm is ID3 and its
successorC4, both developed by Quinlan
(1986).

ID3 andC4 allow attributesto bemulti-valued
(i.e., they do not limit attributes to binary
values) and constructclassification trees by
selectingattributesthat provide the bestsplit
among the data according to known
classifications.Theresultingtreeis thenused
to classify data including data not used in
training. The rulesgeneratedfor the decision
treethenpermit classificationto generalizeso
as to classify new data. Of course,sincewe
do not know what the correct classifications
are for our experiments,it is difficult to
determine how well the trees generalize.
(Note that C4, the program used in these
experiments,automaticallyconstructstreeson
a subsetof the training data using ten-way
cross-validation and selects a tree that
generalizesthe beston the remainingdata.)

In orderfor ID3 andC4 to determinethe best
attributeatagivenpoint,Quinlanincorporated
the informationentropyfunction describedby
Shannon(1948). The information value of a
setof dataT is

whereC is the set of classes,T is the set of
training instances, and freq(ci,T) is the
frequency of class i occuring in T. The
expectedinformationvalueof attribj is

where vj is the numberof valuesattribj can
have and Ti is the subsetof T with attribj

having the ith value. Then the information
gain is simply I(T) − E(attribj). The attribute
with themaximumgainis selectedfor theroot
of the current subtree. C4 adds several
techniquesfor pruning the trees,thusmaking
the final treesmore efficient than the initial
ones(Quinlan,1987). Also, C4 appliesa gain
ratio criterion for its splitting criterion, but
when all attributesare binary, the result is
identical to applying informationgain.

4. The Public Health Data

For this study,psychiatricdataon anxietyand
depressionwere analyzed. This data set
consisted of over 7,000 samples with 58
binary attributes. The dataset was collected
from the East Baltimore Epidemiologic
Catchment Area (ECA) Program and was
supplied by the Johns Hopkins School of
Public Health (Eatonand Ritter, 1988; Eaton
et al., 1989). The data was not categorized
prior to analysis,so the object of the study
wasto identify regularitieswithin thedatathat
might suggestnaturalclassifications.

For this study, the data set was reducedin
threeways. First, severalof the sampleshad
attributeswith unknownvalues. All samples
with more than five unknownattributeswere
eliminatedfrom thedataset. Second,sinceall
of the attributeswerenegativecharacteristics,
all samplesin which all of the attributeswere
zero were also removed. This resultedin a
data set of approximately 2,000 points.
Finally, 20 binaryattributeswereidentifiedas
specificallyrelevantto depression.Therefore,
all of the clustering algorithms limited
considerationto these20 attributes. The 20



attributesusedin the study are as shown in
TableI:

5. Experiments

As mentioned above, the experiments
describedin this report followed four major
steps. First, k-means clustering (with the
describedmodification)wasapplied. Second,
the reduced data set was processed by
associationanalysisto generateadecisiontree.
Third, thecompetitivelearningneuralnetwork
was applied to data. Finally, classification
labelswere assignedto the datapoints based
on the results for each of the clustering
methodsanddecisiontreesweregeneratedby
C4. The results of C4 generatingdecision
trees will be discussedat the end of each
relevant section. Unfortunately, space
limitations prevent us from including all of
thesetrees. The following sectionsdescribe
the resultsof the clusteringstudies.

5.1 K-means clustering

K-meansclusteringprovidesa techniquefor
determiningclusterswithin the data using a
principlebasedon nearestneighbor. As such,
it is not capable of handling overlapping
clusters. On the other hand, it is capableof
clusteringbasedon all of the attributesrather
thanlimiting its view to singleclusters(i.e., it
is polythetic). Of course,this makesit more
difficult to determine relevant rules for
classification,but we attemptto extract rules
from the resultsof the analysis.

Recall that this techniquerequiresan initial
value for k to be provided as well as a
coarseningandrefining parameter.The latter
two parameterswere determinedempirically,
andk wassetinitially to 10. In particular,the
coarseningparameterwas set to 0.5 and the
refining parameterwas set to 1.95. It was
found that coarseningwas highly sensitiveto
values near 1.0 and refining was highly

sensitive near 2.0. K-means was actually
appliedlast,sotheparameterswereselectedto
yield results similar to the other two
techniques.

Following k-meansclustering on the public
health data, 12 clusters were identified.
Attributesof their centroidsarelisted in Table
II. It was found that the two least similar
clusterswere Cluster8 and Cluster11. It is
believedthattheseclusterswouldrepresentthe
extremeson the spectrumof depression. As
such, it would be valuable to decipher the
centroids to determine the relevant
characteristics. Cluster 8 showedvery low
incidenceof depressionrelatedattributeswith
the exception of increasedeating. On the
otherhand,Cluster11 showhigh incidenceof
depressionrelated attributes in all but two
attributes—increasedeating and moving all
the time.

The attributes at the centroids can be
consideredas weighted ‘‘presence’’ of that
attributein determiningwhetheror not a point
belongs to some cluster. These weights
spanned 0.1 to 0.9, so a decision tree
generatedby C4 will not divide cleanlyalong
the attributes (as one might expect from a
hierarchicalclusteringanalysissuchastheone
discussedin the next section). In fact the
pruneddecisiontree generatedby C4 has62
pathsanda maximumdepthof 13 steps.

It is interestingto note that the top attributes
of the C4 tree are feelings of worthlessness,
beingsadfor two weeks,andthinking slowly.
Thefirst two werealsofoundto besignificant
in the study reported in Eaton and Ritter
(1988). On the otherhand,thoughtsof death
(consideredto bethemostsignificantattribute
in the Eaton,et al. study)appearsfairly deep
in the tree.



Table I. Attribute for Public HealthDataon DepressionandAnxiety

1. CONCENT Troubleconcentrating
2. CRYING Crying spells
3. DEATHT Thoughtaboutdeath
4. DEATHW Wantedto die
5. EATLESS Lost appetite
6. GAIN2LB Eating increased
7. HOPELESS Life hopeless
8. LOSE2LB Lost weight
9. MOVMORE Moving all of the time
10. SAD2WK Sadfor two weeks
11. SAD2YRS Sadfor two years
12. SEXDIM Diminishedinterestin sex
13. SLPLESS Troublefalling asleep
14. SLPMORE Sleepingtoo much
15. SUIDTRY Attemptedsuicide
16. SUITHINK Thoughtof suicide
17. THINKSLO Thoughtsslower
18. TIRED Tired out
19. TMSLOW Talkedmoreslowly
20. WSG2WK Worthless,sinful, guilty

5.2 Chi-square clustering

The results of running the chi-square
associationanalysison the public healthdata
was a decision tree that yielded 16
classifications(TableIII). Sincethebasicgoal
in classifyingthis datais to determinewhether
or not a patientis depressed,it is apparentthat
subcategoriesmay exist within the data.
Unfortunately, we are not in a position to
determinethe nature of these subcategories
without the basiclabelingof the data.

Perhapsthemostinterestingobservationto be
made from this analysis was determining
which of the attributesare consideredmost
significant in separating the data. Since
associationanalysisis ahierarchicaltechnique,
attributes used near the root of the tree

differentiatebetweenhigh level clusterswhere
attributes used near the leaves of the tree
differentiate between finer grained clusters.
So the first observationis that the attribute
DEATHW (i.e., wanting to die) should be
highly indicativeof whetheror not a patientis
depressed, assuming only the two
classificationsexist and a single attributecan
distinguishthe two clusters. Of course,this
assumption may be totally inappropriate.
Another plausible interpretation is that the
clustersgeneratedby this technique(and by
theothers)represent‘‘degrees’’ of depression.
As such, wanting to die may suggestmore
severe depressionwhile the lack of such
thoughts may not completely eliminate
depression.



Table II. ClusterAttributesfrom K-MeansAlgorithm.

CLUSTER HIGHEST ATTRIBUTES LOWEST ATTRIBUTES
1 TIRED SUIDTRY
2 EATLESS CONCENT,CRYING, DEATHW,

GAIN2LB, HOPELESS,MOVMORE,
SAD2WK, SEXDIM, SUIDTRY,
SUITHINK,THINKSLO, WSG2WK

3 WSG2WK EATLESS,GAIN2LB, LOSE2LB,
SEXDIM, SUIDTRY, SUITHINK,
THINKSLO

4 HOPELESS EATLESS,GAIN2LB, LOSE2LB,
SAD2WK, SAD2YRS,SLPMORE,
SUIDTRY, THINKSLO, TMSLOW

5 TIRED CRYING, DEATHT, DEATHW,
GAIN2LB, HOPELESS,MOVMORE,
SAD2WK, SAD2YRS,SLPLESS,
SUIDTRY, SUITHINK, WSG2WK

6 SLPLESS CONCENT,DEATHT, DEATHW,
EATLESS,GAIN2LB, HOPELESS,
LOSE2LB,SAD2WK, SAD2YRS,
SEXDIM, SLPMORE,SLPLESS,
SUIDTRY, SUITHINK, TMSLOW
WSG2WKS

7 DEATHT CONCENT,CRYING, DEATHW,
EATLESS,GAIN2LB, HOPELESS,
LOSE2LB,SAD2WK, SAD2YRS,
SEXDIM, SLPMORE,SLPLESS,
SUIDTRY, SUITHINK, TMSLOW
WSG2WKS

8 SAD2WK DEATHW, GAIN2LB, MOVMORE,
SLPMORE,SUIDTRY, SUITHINK,
TMSLOW, WSG2WK

9 GAIN2LB CONCENT,CRYING, DEATHW,
EATLESS,HOPELESS,LOSE2LB,
SAD2YRS,SUIDTRY, SUITHINK,
THINKSLO, TMSLOW, WSG2WK

10 CONCENT,THINKSLO MOVMORE, SUIDTRY, SUITHINK
11 DEATHT, DEATHW, EATLESS,GAIN2LB, SLPLESS

HOPELESS,LOSE2LB, SLPMORE,THINKSLO, TMSLOW
MOVMORE, SAD2WK,
SUITHINK, TIRED,
WSG2WK

12 CONCENT,DEATHT, GAIN2LB, LOSE2LB
DEATHW, HOPELESS,
SAD2WK, SUITHINK,
THINKSLO



Table III. DecisionRulesfrom Chi-SquareClustering.

CLUSTER RULE
1 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=1,SUITHINK=1, HOPELESS=1
2 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=1,SUITHINK=1, HOPELESS=0
3 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=1,SUITHINK=0, THINKSLO=1
4 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=1,SUITHINK=0, THINKSLO=0
5 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=0,SUIDTRY=1
6 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=0,SUIDTRY=0, LOSE2LB=1
7 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=0,SUIDTRY=0, LOSE2LB=0,SAD2WK=1
8 DEATHW=1, CONCENT=0,SUIDTRY=0, LOSE2LB=0,SAD2WK=0
9 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=1
10 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=1
11 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=0, CONCENT=1,DEATHT=1
12 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=0, CONCENT=1,DEATHT=0
13 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=0, CONCENT=0,SAD2WK=1,

HOPELESS=1
14 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=0, CONCENT=0,SAD2WK=1,

HOPELESS=0
15 DEATHW=0, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=0, CONCENT=0,SAD2WK=0,

THINKSLO=1
16 DEATHW=, SLPMORE=0,SUITHINK=0, CONCENT=0,SAD2WK=0,

THINKSLO=0

It is alsointerestingto notethat, in Eatonand
Ritter (1988), classification according to
dysphoria(i.e., generaldepression)indicates
thehighestcorrelationwith thoughtsof death.

Further,two of the four classesof depression
identified indicated dysphoric symptoms
(indicatedby thoughtsof death)as a leading
attribute. The attribute,SAD2WKS wasalso
consideredhighly indicativeof dysphoria.The
chi-squareanalysisperformedherealsofound
this attribute to be significant but nearerthe
leavesof the tree.

Finally, the resultsof the chi-squareapproach
were processedby C4 (Table IV). The most
importantobservationthat we madefrom the
resultingtree was that the two treesare very
similar but not identical. One would expect
the treesto be similar sincethe classifications
were initially madewith attributesproviding
‘‘perfect’’ splits of the data. The reasonfor
the difference in the trees lies in the metric

usedto selectan attribute. In the chi-square
approach,thechi-squaremetric is usedto find
high level variation along the lines of the
attributes. C4 attemptsto selectattributesto
build the decision tree under a similar
motivation,but the metric usedis information
gain. The informationgainmetricattemptsto
evenly split the data into nearequal subsets.
In fact,we find thatthemaximumdepthof the
chi-squaretreeis six andthe maximumdepth
of theC4 treeis five. For 16 classes,optimal
depth of the tree (assuming equal sized
clusters)would be four on eachbranch. No
calculations were conducted to determine
expectedcost to classifybasedon the sizeof
the dataset and the path lengths;however,it
is conjecturedthat C4’s tree will be slightly
better.

5.3 Competitive clustering

Finally, thecompetitivelearningalgorithmwas
applied to the public health data. This
approachassumestherewill befewerclusters



Table IV. C4 DecisionTreefrom Chi-SquareClustering.

DEATHW = 0
| SUITHINK = 1 : CLUSTER10
| SUITHINK = 0
| | CONCENT= 0
| | | SAD2WK = 0
| | | | THINKSLO = 0 : CLUSTER16
| | | | THINKSLO = 1 : CLUSTER15
| | | SAD2WK = 1
| | | | HOPELESS= 0 : CLUSTER14
| | | | HOPELESS= 1 : CLUSTER13
| | CONCENT= 1
| | | DEATHT = 0 : CLUSTER12
| | | DEATHT = 1 : CLUSTER11
DEATHW = 1
| CONCENT= 0
| | SUIDTRY = 1 : CLUSTER5
| | SUIDTRY = 0
| | | LOSE2LB = 1 : CLUSTER6
| | | LOSE2LB = 0
| | | | SAD2WK = 0 : CLUSTER8
| | | | SAD2WK = 1 : CLUSTER7
| CONCENT= 1
| | SUITHINK = 1 : CLUSTER1
| | SUITHINK = 0
| | | THINKSLO = 0 : CLUSTER4
| | | THINKSLO = 1 : CLUSTER3

than attributes, so since there were 20
attributes,onenaturallyexpectsfewer than20
clusters. Indeed, competitive learning
identified twelve clustersas in k-means. The
results of applying competitive learning are
shownin TableV.

Oneshouldobserveright awaythat theresults
arevery similar to the k-meansresults. First,
thenumberof clustersis thesame.Examining
the attributes that are significant (by
examining the values of the weight matrix)
revealsthat there are severalsimilar clusters
within thenetwork,andsomeof theseclusters
correspondto thek-meansclusters. However,
it also appearsthat the k-meansclustersare
more distinct. One possibleexplanationfor
this is that the competitivelearningalgorithm

hasdifficulty dueto its sensitivityto theorder
in which the dataarepresented.

The correspondingdecisiontreegeneratedby
C4 is alsovery complex. It has54 pathsand
a maximumdepthof 17, thusits complexityis
analogousto thek-meanstree. Onesignificant
difference, however, is the selection of
primary attributes (i.e., attributes near the
root). Theclustersgeneratedfrom competitive
learning resulted in primary attributes of
sleeplessness,crying, andhopelessness.Only
the latter is oneof the significantattributesin
Eaton and Ritter (1988). In fact, the more
significant attributes appearednearer to the
leavesin this tree.



Table V. ClusterAttributesfrom CompetitiveLearningAlgorithm.

CLUSTER HIGHEST ATTRIBUTES LOWEST ATTRIBUTES
1 CONCENT,THINKSLO, TMSLOW HOPELESS,SUIDTRY,

SUITHINK
2 DEATHW, SUITHINK CRYING, EATLESS,SLPLESS,

SLPMORE
3 DEATHT SUIDTRY
4 HOPELESS LOSE2LB
5 GAIN2LB, SLPMORE CONCENT,CRYING,

DEATHW, EATLESS,
SAD2YRS,SUIDTRY

6 EATLESS,LOSE2LB DEATHW, EATLESS,
SUIDTRY

7 SEXDIM DEATHW, HOPELESS,
LOSE2LB,SAD2YRS,SUIDTRY,
SUITHINK, WSG2WK

8 SAD2WK, WSG2WK SUIDTRY, SUITHINK
9 CRYING, HOPELESS,SAD2WK SUIDTRY
10 TIRED GAIN2LB, SAD2WK, SUIDTRY,

SUITHINK
11 MOVMORE SUIDTRY
12 SLPLESS,TIRED HOPELESS,LOSE2LB,

SUIDTRY, SUITHINK

6. Discussion

The resultsof this study suggestthat several
degreesof clinical depressionmayexist. This
is evidentby the fact that all threeclustering
algorithmsidentified on the orderof 12 to 16
clusterswithin the data. Recall that this data
was reducedso as to considerattributesmost
relevant to depression; however, some
carryover from anxiety is expectedto have
occurred.Nevertheless,thenumberof clusters
identified is strong evidence that finer
classificationsmay exist for depression.

In a previous study applying latent class
analysis(Groveet al., 1987),a reducedsetof
clusterswasassumed.Specifically,this study
assumedtwo classes.The studiesreportedin
(Eaton and Ritter, 1988; Eaton et al., 1989)
also applied latent class analysisand found

four classes. In a more recent study
(Furukawaand Sumita,1992), a hierarchical
clusteringalgorithm was applied to a similar
data set and three clusters identified.
Unfortunately,thedatasetusedwasextremely
small (40 subjects)thusmaking it difficult to
comparewith our results.

For our experiments,we wereableto observe
the following. First, both k-means and
competitive learning found 12 clusterswith
similar attributes. Unfortunately, the
‘‘significance’’ of the attributesfor the two
techniques(as evidencedby the C4 decision
trees)did not agree. Second,the association
analysisgenerated16 clustersby considering
clean partitions of the data along individual
attributes. Now it is unreasonableto assume
thatall 20 of theattributesareindependent,so
the idea that such a clean partitioning can
occur becomesdifficult to accept. In fact,



many of the classification rules have
combinationsof thoughtsof death,wantingto
die, thinking about suicide, and attempting
suicide. But the other rules seemto suggest
gradesof depressionwhen combinationsof
theseattributes(and others)have conflicting
values(e.g.,Cluster8 includedwantingto die
but thinkingaboutsuicidewasnotablyabsent).

Note that both k-means and competitive
learning are polythetic algorithmswhile chi-
square clustering and C4 are monothetic
algorithms. From this it should not be
surprising that chi-squareclustering and C4
yield comparableresults as do k-meansand
competi tive learning. I t is also
understandable,given this difference,that the
C4 treesfor k-meansandcompetitivelearning
wouldbemuchmorecomplexthantheC4 tree
for chi-squareclustering.

Asidefrom theobviousdifferencesin thetrees
generatedby all three techniques,thesetrees
also had several similarities. First, the
principal attributesall tendedto agreewith
EatonandRitter (1988)andthetreestendedto
be highly complex. Further,in post-pruning,
all threetreesshowedminimal rearrangement.
Thus the initial trees appearedto be near
optimal for the training set.

Severaladditionalanalysescould be doneon
this data. First, if the data were classified,
then the classificationscould be comparedto
the clustersidentified to determineif, indeed,
degreesor hierarchies of depressionexist.
Second,closerexaminationof thecentroidsof
the clustersgeneratedby all three techniques
may be useful in determininghow similar the
tree results really are. For example, it is
possiblethat the 12 clustersidentified by k-
meansmaycloselycorrelateto the12 clusters
identified by competitive learning (although
the decision trees seem to indicate the
opposite). Unfortunately,time did not permit
sucha correlationanalysisto be run.

Finally, additional classification algorithms
couldprovideinterestingresults.Forexample,
AutoClassby Cheesemanet al. (1988) is a
Bayesianclassification tool that attemptsto
identify the most probable set of clusters
within the data. Running AutoClasson the
datawouldprovideanothervaluabledatapoint
in determiningthe characterof the depression
data.

Another alternativeclusteringsystemthat we
may apply is Fisher’s COBWEB (1987).
COBWEB is an incremental system for
hierarchicalconceptualclustering. While our
problem does not need to be examined
incrementally,COBWEBofferstheadvantage
of applying a different utility measure(i.e.,
categoryutility) to evaluategeneratedclusters.
It alsocontructstheclassificationtreeby using
traditional searchoperatorssuch as merging
and splitting (correspondingto generalization
andspecializationrespectively).Finally, since
it represents concepts probabilistically,
COBWEB shouldbe bettersuitedto the large
dataset thanmorerigid clusteringalgorithms
suchask-meansor chi-squareclustering.

Traditionalconceptualclusteringasintroduced
by Michalski and Stepp (1983) and further
developedby SteppandMichalski (1986)rely
on incorporating backgroundknowledge in
evaluatingthequality of theresultingclusters.
In our problem, little to no background
knowledgewas available, so this traditional
approach could not be applied easily.
COBWEB’s advantage over CLUSTER/2
(Michalski and Stepp,1983) or CLUSTER/S
(Stepp and Michalski, 1986) is that the
evaluation function is domain independent.
However,we would expectthe availability of
domain knowledgeto improve classification
strategies.



7. Summary

In this paperwe presentedthe resultsof three
approachesto analyzingandclusteringa large
set of psychiatric data. As a result of this
study,it is apparentthat depressioncannotbe
categorizedeitherassimply presentor absent.
Further,it is unlikely as few as threeor four
classesof depressionare sufficient. The
results of this study suggestthat there are
many degreesof depressionrangingfrom no
depressionto severe depression. Further,
dependingon themeansby which clustersare
identified, it is also apparentthat a relatively
well defined(althoughnot necessarilysmall)
set of rules can be derived to assist in
classifying a patient as fitting in one of the
categories. These rules may be expressed
either in terms of a decision tree (as in
associationanalysis)or asa linearequation(as
in theneuralnet). And in eachof thesecases,
additional decision trees can be constructed
which clearlydelineatethe rulesto be applied
for classification.
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